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Characters and Settings
Belville: an English colonel in love with Florinda.
Frederick: an English cavalier, and friend to Belville and Blunt.
Blunt: an English country gentleman.
Willmore: the Rover.
Florinda: sister to Don Pedro.
Hellena: a young gay woman designed for a nun, and sister to Florinda.
Valeria: a cousin to Florinda and Hellena.
Callis: governess to Florinda and Hellena.
Angellica: a famous courtesan.
Moretta: Angelica’s woman.
Lucetta: a jilting wench.
Don Pedro: a noble Spaniard, brother to Florinda and Hellena.
Don Antonio: the Viceroy’s son.
Sancho: pimp to Lucetta.
Biskey & Sebastiana: two bravos to Angelica.
Stephano: servant to Don Pedro.
Diego: page to Don Antonio.
Officers, Soldiers, Servants, & Other Masqueraders.
In 17th century Spanish-occupied Naples, Italy, sisters Hellena and
Florinda take their fate into their own hands by venturing to the annual
Carnival festivities after their domineering brother and father decide an
otherwise undesirable future. Accompanied by their cousin Valeria, the
girls don masks and meet a group of exiled English cavaliers, including “The Rover,” Willmore, who have ambitious carnivalesque plans of
their own. The famous courtesan Angellica is also deceived by the men’s
trickeries and, together, the ladies show the young men the power of
women’s wit and determination. Filled with masks, mistaken identities,
love, intrigue, and swordplay, the story’s multiple plot lines bring together the young ladies and their dashing Cavaliers in a boisterous tale
of hijinks, hilarity, and a little hint of danger.

A Note From Our Director
"All women together ought to let flowers fall upon the tomb of Aphra
Behn…for it was she who earned them the right to speak their minds.”
(Virginia Woolf, A Room of One’s Own)
The Rover culminates the 2015-16 Department of Theatre’s production season – a season comprised entirely of work by women playwrights. Playwright Aphra Behn and The Rover, Behn’s most popular
play, held great interest for me as a feminist director. As a Restorationera woman, Aphra Behn pushed the limits of her society. Not only was
she one of the first English women to earn her living by writing plays
and novels, but she also served as a spy for King Charles II and was
known for her independent, outspoken nature.
As contemporary audience, we might be inclined to see The Rover simply as a “dusty old play” in which people “talk funny,” but upon
closer consideration, we can see The Rover as a surprisingly relevant
story for today. Women today certainly have more agency than women
of the Restoration; yet subtle gendered assumptions of behavior persist,
and women’s bodies are often sites of struggle and violence - whether in
political debates over birth control or in situations of sexual violence or
exploitation. Thus, by asking these social questions through the lens of
comedy, swashbuckling adventure, carnival extravagance, and masked
intrigue, Aphra Behn and The Rover provoke thought through laughter
for audiences, now and then.
Much like its author, The Rover pushed the limits of theatrical
convention and expectation during the late 1600s. Although named
after its charismatic, rakish male lead Willmore, The Rover puts women
characters in a more central position, featuring them as active agents of
change within their own lives. This characterization of women is unique
for the Restoration era, a time period in which women are expected to
bow to the whims and dictates of the men in their lives. We see this tension within the opening scenes of the play as both Hellena and Florinda’s fates have been determined by their father and brother, Don Pedro;
upon the conclusion of the Carnival festivities, Hellena will become a
nun, and Florinda will enter a loveless marriage.
Throughout the play, Behn cleverly and critically comments
on gendered expectations associated with marriage, sexuality, and
women’s bodies, asking her audience–both of the Restoration and today
– to consider, as Hellena says, “why should women not do as men do.”
Behn points to the ways society commodifies women’s bodies, making
them objects for the taking rather than allowing women the power to
choose for themselves to whom to give their love. Although Behn’s focus
is women’s agency and stories, The Rover also comments on cultural
assumptions of masculinity and heteronormative sexuality, providing a
critical yet often hilarious look at gender roles more broadly.
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General Information
-* Denotes member of Alpha Psi Omega,
National Theatre Honor Society.
-Please silence all electronics
-Restrooms and drinking fountains are located in the lobby
-There will be one 10-minute intermission.
-Photography and recording of any kind is prohibited.
Emergency exits are at the back two corners of the auditorium.
-Warning: this production contains mature content and is not
suitable for children under 13 without parental supervision.
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